
 

 

 

 
Campus: Princeton High School 

Author(s): Katie Filina Date Created / Revised: January 6, 2020 

Six Weeks Period: 4th  Grade Level & Course: AP English IV 

Timeline:  31 days Unit 4: Literary Modernism and Heart of Darkness Lesson #1 

Stated 
Objectives: 
TEK # and AP 
Scoring 
Components 

AP Scoring Components 
SC1 The course includes an intensive study of representative works such as those by authors cited 
in the AP English Course Description. By the time the student completes English Literature and 
Composition, he or she will have studied during high school literature from both British and American 
writers, as well as works written in several genres from the sixteenth century to contemporary times. 
SC2 The course teaches students to write an interpretation of a piece of literature that is based on a 
careful observation of textual details, considering such in the elements as the use of figurative language, 
imagery, symbolism and tone. 
SC3 The course teaches students to write an interpretation of a piece of literature that is based on a 
careful observation of textual details, considering the work’s structure, style and themes. 
SC4 The course teaches students to write an interpretation of a piece of literature that is based on a 
careful observation of textual details, considering the work’s social, cultural, and/or historical values. 
SC5 The course includes frequent opportunities for students to write and rewrite timed, in-class 
responses. 
SC6 The course includes frequent opportunities for students to write and rewrite formal, extended 
analyses outside of class. 
SC7 The course requires writing to understand: Informal/exploratory writing activities that enable 
students to discover what they think the process of writing about their reading (such assignments could 
include annotation, free writing, keeping a reading journal, reaction/response papers, and/or dialectical 
notebooks). 
SC8 The course requires writing to explain: Expository, analytical essays in which students draw upon 
textual details to develop an extended interpretation of a literary text. 
SC9 The course requires writing to evaluate: Analytical, argumentative essays in which students draw 
upon textual details to make and explain judgments about a work’s artistry and quality. 
SC10 The course requires writing to evaluate: Analytical, argumentative essays in which students draw 
upon textual details to make and explain judgments about a work’s social, historical, and/or cultural 
values. 
SC11 The AP teacher provides instruction and feedback on students’ writing assignments, both before 
and after the student revise their work that help the students develop a wide-ranging vocabulary used 
appropriately. 
SC12 The AP teacher provides instruction and feedback on students’ writing assignments, both before 
and after the students revise their work that help the students develop a variety of sentence structures. 
SC13 The AP teacher provides instruction and feedback on students’ writing assignments, both before 
and after the students revise their work that help the students develop logical organization, enhanced by 
specific techniques to increase coherence. Such techniques may include traditional rhetorical structures, 
graphic organizers, and work on repetition, transitions, and emphasis. 
SC14 The AP teacher provides instruction and feedback on students’ writing assignments both before 
and after they revise their work that help the students develop a balance of generalization and specific, 
illustrative detail. 
SC15 The AP teacher provides instruction and feedback on students’ writing assignments both before 
and after they revise their work that help the students establish an effective use of rhetoric including 
controlling tone and a voice appropriate to the writer’s audience. 

TEKS: 

110.34.b.1.A Reading/Vocabulary Development. Students understand new vocabulary and use it 
when reading and writing. Students are expected to: 
(A)  determine the meaning of technical academic English words in multiple content areas (e.g., 
science, mathematics, social studies, the arts) derived from Latin, Greek, or other linguistic roots and 
affixes; 



 

 

110.34.b.1.B Reading/Vocabulary Development. Students understand new vocabulary and use it 
when reading and writing. Students are expected to: 
(B)  analyze textual context (within a sentence and in larger sections of text) to draw conclusions about 
the nuance in word meanings; 

110.34.b.1.C Reading/Vocabulary Development. Students understand new vocabulary and use it 
when reading and writing. Students are expected to: 
(C)  use the relationship between words encountered in analogies to determine their meanings (e.g., 
synonyms/antonyms, connotation/denotation); 

110.34.b.1.D Reading/Vocabulary Development. Students understand new vocabulary and use it 
when reading and writing. Students are expected to 
(D)  analyze and explain how the English language has developed and been influenced by other 
languages; and 

110.34.b.1.E Reading/Vocabulary Development. Students understand new vocabulary and use it 
when reading and writing. Students are expected to: 
(E)  use general and specialized dictionaries, thesauri, histories of language, books of quotations, and 
other related references (printed or electronic) as needed. 

110.34.b.2.C Reading/Comprehension of Literary Text/Theme and Genre. Students analyze, make 
inferences and draw conclusions about theme and genre in different cultural, historical, and 
contemporary contexts and provide evidence from the text to support their understanding. Students are 
expected to: 
(C)  relate the characters, setting, and theme of a literary work to the historical, social, and economic 
ideas of its time. 

110.34.b.3 Reading/Comprehension of Literary Text/Poetry. Students understand, make 
inferences and draw conclusions about the structure and elements of poetry and provide evidence 
from text to support their understanding. Students are expected to evaluate the changes in sound, 
form, figurative language, graphics, and dramatic structure in poetry across literary time periods. 

110.34.b.5.A Reading/Comprehension of Literary Text/Fiction. Students understand, make 
inferences and draw conclusions about the structure and elements of fiction and provide evidence from 
text to support their understanding. Students are expected to: 
(A)  analyze how complex plot structures (e.g., subplots) and devices (e.g., foreshadowing, flashbacks, 
suspense) function and advance the action in a work of fiction; 

110.34.b.5.B Reading/Comprehension of Literary Text/Fiction. Students understand, make 
inferences and draw conclusions about the structure and elements of fiction and provide evidence from 
text to support their understanding. Students are expected to: 
(B)  analyze the moral dilemmas and quandaries presented in works of fiction as revealed by the 
underlying motivations and behaviors of the characters; 

110.34.b.5.C Reading/Comprehension of Literary Text/Fiction. Students understand, make 
inferences and draw conclusions about the structure and elements of fiction and provide evidence from 
text to support their understanding. Students are expected to: 
(C)  compare and contrast the effects of different forms of narration across various genres of fiction; 
and 

110.34.b.5.D Reading/Comprehension of Literary Text/Fiction. Students understand, make 
inferences and draw conclusions about the structure and elements of fiction and provide evidence from 
text to support their understanding. Students are expected to: 
(D)  demonstrate familiarity with works of fiction by British authors from each major literary period. 

110.34.b.7 Reading/Comprehension of Literary Text/Sensory Language. Students understand, 
make inferences and draw conclusions about how an author's sensory language creates imagery in  

literary text and provide evidence from text to support their understanding. Students are expected to 
analyze how the author's patterns of imagery, literary allusions, and conceits reveal theme, set tone, 
and create meaning in metaphors, passages, and literary works. 

110.34.b.8 Reading/Comprehension of Informational Text/Culture and History. Students analyze, 
make inferences and draw conclusions about the author's purpose in cultural, historical, and 
contemporary contexts and provide evidence from the text to support their understanding. Students are 
expected to analyze the consistency and clarity of the expression of the controlling idea and the ways 



 

 

in which the organizational and rhetorical patterns of text support or confound the author's meaning or 
purpose. 

110.34.b.12.A Reading/Media Literacy. Students use comprehension skills to analyze how words, 
images, graphics, and sounds work together in various forms to impact meaning. Students will 
continue to apply earlier standards with greater depth in increasingly more complex texts. Students are 
expected to 
(A)  evaluate how messages presented in media reflect social and cultural views in ways different from 
traditional texts; 

110.34.b.12.B Reading/Media Literacy. Students use comprehension skills to analyze how words, 
images, graphics, and sounds work together in various forms to impact meaning. Students will 
continue to apply earlier standards with greater depth in increasingly more complex texts. Students are 
expected to: 
(B)  evaluate the interactions of different techniques (e.g., layout, pictures, typeface in print media, 
images, text, sound in electronic journalism) used in multi-layered media; 

110.34.b.12.C Reading/Media Literacy. Students use comprehension skills to analyze how words, 
images, graphics, and sounds work together in various forms to impact meaning. Students will 
continue to apply earlier standards with greater depth in increasingly more complex texts. Students are 
expected to: 
(C)  evaluate how one issue or event is represented across various media to understand the notions of 
bias, audience, and purpose; and 

110.34.b.12.D Reading/Media Literacy. Students use comprehension skills to analyze how words, 
images, graphics, and sounds work together in various forms to impact meaning. Students will 
continue to apply earlier standards with greater depth in increasingly more complex texts. Students are 
expected to: 
(D)  evaluate changes in formality and tone across various media for different audiences and purposes. 

110.34.b.13.A Writing/Writing Process. Students use elements of the writing process (planning, 
drafting, revising, editing, and publishing) to compose text. Students are expected to: 
(A)  plan a first draft by selecting the correct genre for conveying the intended meaning to multiple 
audiences, determining appropriate topics through a range of strategies (e.g., discussion, background 
reading, personal interests, interviews), and developing a thesis or controlling idea; 

110.34.b.13.B Writing/Writing Process. Students use elements of the writing process (planning, 
drafting, revising, editing, and publishing) to compose text. Students are expected to: 
(B)  structure ideas in a sustained and persuasive way (e.g., using outlines, note taking, graphic 
organizers, lists) and develop drafts in timed and open-ended situations that include transitions and the 
rhetorical devices to convey meaning; 

110.34.b.13.C Writing/Writing Process. Students use elements of the writing process (planning, 
drafting, revising, editing, and publishing) to compose text. Students are expected to: 
(C)  revise drafts to clarify meaning and achieve specific rhetorical purposes, consistency of tone, and 
logical organization by rearranging the words, sentences, and paragraphs to employ tropes (e.g., 
metaphors, similes, analogies, hyperbole, understatement, rhetorical questions, irony), schemes (e.g., 
parallelism, antithesis, inverted word order, repetition, reversed structures), and by adding transitional 
words and phrases; 

110.34.b.13.D Writing/Writing Process. Students use elements of the writing process (planning, 
drafting, revising, editing, and publishing) to compose text. Students are expected to: 
(D)  edit drafts for grammar, mechanics, and spelling; and 

110.34.b.13.E Writing/Writing Process. Students use elements of the writing process (planning, 
drafting, revising, editing, and publishing) to compose text. Students are expected to: 
(E)  revise final draft in response to feedback from peers and teacher and publish written work for 
appropriate audiences. 

110.34.b.14.A Writing/Literary Texts. Students write literary texts to express their ideas and feelings 
about real or imagined people, events, and ideas. Students are responsible for at least two forms of 
literary writing. Students are expected to: 
(A)  write an engaging story with a well-developed conflict and resolution, a clear theme, complex and 



 

 

non-stereotypical characters, a range of literary strategies (e.g., dialogue, suspense), devices to 
enhance the plot, and sensory details that define the mood or tone; 

110.34.b.14.B Writing/Literary Texts. Students write literary texts to express their ideas and feelings 
about real or imagined people, events, and ideas. Students are responsible for at least two forms of 
literary writing. Students are expected to: 
(B)  write a poem that reflects an awareness of poetic conventions and traditions within different forms 
(e.g., sonnets, ballads, free verse); and 

110.34.b.14.C Writing/Literary Texts. Students write literary texts to express their ideas and feelings 
about real or imagined people, events, and ideas. Students are responsible for at least two forms of 
literary writing. Students are expected to: 
(C)  write a script with an explicit or implicit theme, using a variety of literary techniques. 

110.34.b.17.A Oral and Written Conventions/Conventions. Students understand the function of and 
use the conventions of academic language when speaking and writing. Students will continue to apply 
earlier standards with greater complexity. Students are expected to: 
(A)  use and understand the function of different types of clauses and phrases (e.g., adjectival, noun, 
adverbial clauses and phrases); and 

110.34.b.17.B Oral and Written Conventions/Conventions. Students understand the function of and 
use the conventions of academic language when speaking and writing. Students will continue to apply 
earlier standards with greater complexity. Students are expected to: 
(B)  use a variety of correctly structured sentences (e.g., compound, complex, compound-complex). 

110.34.b.18 Oral and Written Conventions/Handwriting, Capitalization, and Punctuation. Students 
write legibly and use appropriate capitalization and punctuation conventions in their compositions. 
Students are expected to correctly and consistently use conventions of punctuation and capitalization. 

110.34.b.19 Oral and Written Conventions/Spelling. Students spell correctly. Students are 
expected to spell correctly, including using various resources to determine and check correct spellings. 

110.34.b.20.A Research/Research Plan. Students ask open-ended research questions and develop a 
plan for answering them. Students are expected to: 
(A)  brainstorm, consult with others, decide upon a topic, and formulate a major research question to 
address the major research topic; and 

110.34.b.20.B Research/Research Plan. Students ask open-ended research questions and develop a 
plan for answering them. Students are expected to: 
(B)  formulate a plan for engaging in in-depth research on a complex, multi-faceted topic. 

110.34.b.21.A Research/Gathering Sources. Students determine, locate, and explore the full range of 
relevant sources addressing a research question and systematically record the information they gather. 
Students are expected to: 
(A)  follow the research plan to gather evidence from experts on the topic and texts written for informed 
audiences in the field, distinguishing between reliable and unreliable sources and avoiding over-
reliance on one source; 

110.34.b.21.B Research/Gathering Sources. Students determine, locate, and explore the full range of 
relevant sources addressing a research question and systematically record the information they gather. 
Students are expected to: 
(B)  systematically organize relevant and accurate information to support central ideas, concepts, and 
themes, outline ideas into conceptual maps/timelines, and separate factual data from complex 
inferences; and 

110.34.b.21.C Research/Gathering Sources. Students determine, locate, and explore the full range of 
relevant sources addressing a research question and systematically record the information they gather. 
Students are expected to: 
(C)  paraphrase, summarize, quote, and accurately cite all researched information according to a 
standard format (e.g., author, title, page number), differentiating among primary, secondary, and other 
sources. 



 

 

110.34.b.22.A Research/Synthesizing Information. Students clarify research questions and evaluate 
and synthesize collected information. Students are expected to: 
(A)  modify the major research question as necessary to refocus the research plan; 

110.34.b.22.B Research/Synthesizing Information. Students clarify research questions and evaluate 
and synthesize collected information. Students are expected to: 
(B)  differentiate between theories and the evidence that supports them and determine whether the 
evidence found is weak or strong and how that evidence helps create a cogent argument; and 

110.34.b.22.C Research/Synthesizing Information. Students clarify research questions and evaluate 
and synthesize collected information. Students are expected to: 
(C)  critique the research process at each step to implement changes as the need occurs and is 
identified. 

110.34.b.23.A Research/Organizing and Presenting Ideas. Students organize and present their ideas 
and information according to the purpose of the research and their audience. Students are expected to 
synthesize the research into an extended written or oral presentation that: 
(A)  provides an analysis that supports and develops personal opinions, as opposed to simply restating 
existing information; 

110.34.b.23.B Research/Organizing and Presenting Ideas. Students organize and present their ideas 
and information according to the purpose of the research and their audience. Students are expected to 
synthesize the research into an extended written or oral presentation that: 
(B)  uses a variety of formats and rhetorical strategies to argue for the thesis; 

110.34.b.23.C Research/Organizing and Presenting Ideas. Students organize and present their ideas 
and information according to the purpose of the research and their audience. Students are expected to 
synthesize the research into an extended written or oral presentation that: 
(C)  develops an argument that incorporates the complexities of and discrepancies in information from 
multiple sources and perspectives while anticipating and refuting counter-arguments; 

110.34.b.23.D Research/Organizing and Presenting Ideas. Students organize and present their ideas 
and information according to the purpose of the research and their audience. Students are expected to 
synthesize the research into an extended written or oral presentation that: 
(D)  uses a style manual (e.g., Modern Language Association, Chicago Manual of Style) to document 
sources and format written materials; and 

110.34.b.23.E Research/Organizing and Presenting Ideas. Students organize and present their ideas 
and information according to the purpose of the research and their audience. Students are expected to 
synthesize the research into an extended written or oral presentation that: 
(E)  is of sufficient length and complexity to address the topic 

110.34.b.24.A Listening and Speaking/Listening. Students will use comprehension skills to listen 
attentively to others in formal and informal settings. Students will continue to apply earlier standards 
with greater complexity. Students are expected to: 
(A)  listen responsively to a speaker by framing inquiries that reflect an understanding of the content 
and by identifying the positions taken and the evidence in support of those positions; and 

110.34.b.24.B Listening and Speaking/Listening. Students will use comprehension skills to listen 
attentively to others in formal and informal settings. Students will continue to apply earlier standards 
with greater complexity. Students are expected to: 
(B)  assess the persuasiveness of a presentation based on content, diction, rhetorical strategies, and 
delivery. 

110.34.b.25 Listening and Speaking/Speaking. Students speak clearly and to the point, using the 
conventions of language. Students will continue to apply earlier standards with greater complexity. 
Students are expected to formulate sound arguments by using elements of classical speeches (e.g., 
introduction, first and second transitions, body, and conclusion), the art of persuasion, rhetorical 
devices, eye contact, speaking rate (e.g., pauses for effect), volume, enunciation, purposeful gestures, 
and conventions of language to communicate ideas effectively. 

110.34.b.26 Listening and Speaking/Teamwork. Students work productively with others in teams. 
Students will continue to apply earlier standards with greater complexity. Students are expected to 
participate productively in teams, offering ideas or judgments that are purposeful in moving the team 
towards goals, asking relevant and insightful questions, tolerating a range of positions and ambiguity in 
decision-making, and evaluating the work of the group based on agreed-upon criteria. 



 

 

See Instructional Focus Document (IFD) for TEK Specificity 

Key 
Understandings 

 Moral dilemmas and quandaries presented in works of fiction as revealed by the underlying 

motivations and behaviors of the characters 

 Familiarity with works of fiction by authors from each major literary period 

 Author's patterns of imagery, literary allusions, and conceits reveal theme, set tone, and create 

meaning in metaphors, passages, and literary works 

 Plan for engaging in in-depth research on a complex, multi-faceted topic 

Misconceptions  Students may tend to only interpret things literally without considering the layers of 

meaning left for interpretation  

 Students may not be aware of the multiple ways author’s reveal characters and how 

an author’s choice of words, dialogue, and actions contribute to character’s profiles. 

Key Vocabulary  
TP-CASTT (Title, Paraphrase, Connotation, Attitude, Shifts, Title, Theme), tone, theme, Literary 
modernism, nostalgia, Five I’s, quatrain, couplet, existential  

Suggested Day  
5E Model 

Instructional Procedures 
 (Engage, Explore, Explain, Extend/Elaborate, Evaluate) 

Materials, Resources, Notes 

Day 1 
Jan. 8 
 
 

OBJECTIVE: Students will begin to log potential novels for Question 3 
prompts on the AP Exam.  
 
LESSON:  

1. Teacher will explain Literature Cards and their purpose in 
preparing for the AP Exam 

2. Students will select two novels of literary merit that they read 
this year, and one novel of literary merit they have read in the 
past  

3. Students will complete a Literature Card for each of these 
novels, focusing on the themes, symbols, literary devices, and 
potential connections to the exam 

 
CLOSING TASK: Students will name the three novels for their 
Literature Cards.  

 Literature Card Template 

 Paper or Laptop  
 

Day 2 
Jan. 9 
 
 

OBJECTIVE: Student will review Open Essay Timed Writing from 3rd 
6W Exam. 
 
LESSON:  

1. Small groups will read AP exemplars and score 
2. Next, small groups will read their responses and provide 

feedback on each other's essays 
 
CLOSING TASK: On a post it, students will list 3 ways their essay 
could be improved. 

 Graded TW 

 AP Exemplars 

 Post its 

Day 3 
Jan. 10 
 
 

OBJECTIVE: Student will revise parts of their Timed Writing from 3rd 
6W Exam. 
 
LESSON:  

1. Small groups will read AP exemplars and score 
2. Next, small groups will read their responses and provide 

feedback on each other's essays 
3. Student will revise their introduction and one body paragraph 

to turn in 
 
CLOSING TASK: On a post it, students will list 3 ways their essay 
could be improved. 

 Graded TW 

 AP Exemplars 

 Post its 



 

 

Day 4 
Jan. 13 
 
 

OBJECTIVE: Students will learn the important contextual information 
for Heart of Darkness. 
 
LESSON:  

1. Students will take notes over the historical context, literary 
time period, and author of Heart of Darkness 

2. Class will discuss the potential language and thematic 
implications of the novel, using Achebe’s criticism  

 
CLOSING TASK: Students will turn in annotated copy of Achebe’s 
criticism.  

 Notebook 

 Achebe Criticism  

 Annotation tools  

Day 5 
Jan. 14 
 
  

OBJECTIVE: Students will compare and contrast two poems 
pertaining to the themes of the unit.  
 
LESSON:  

1. Students will read and annotate “White Man’s Burden” 
2. Students will then read and annotate “Brown Man’s Burden”  
3. Class will discuss the similarities and differences between the 

poems and make connection regarding language, literary 
techniques, and theme  

 
CLOSING TASK: Students will highlight parallel sentence structure or 
literary techniques within the two poems.  

 Poems 

 Annotation tools 

Day 6 
Jan. 15 
 
  

OBJECTIVE: Students will engage with Heart of Darkness in a 
structured discussion.  
 
LESSON: 

1. Students will work with the class to discuss various aspects of 
Part 1 of Heart of Darkness including: Nature of Man, Power, 
Setting, Modernism, Background Info, and Themes 

 
CLOSING TASK: Students will complete critical thinking questions 
over content covered in discussion. 

 Novel 

 Annotations 

 Critical Thinking 
Questions  

Day 7 
Jan. 16 
 
 

OBJECTIVE: Students will engage with Heart of Darkness in a 
structured discussion.  
 
LESSON: 

1. Students will work with the class to discuss various aspects of 
Part 1 of Heart of Darkness including: Nature of Man, Power, 
Setting, Modernism, Background Info, and Themes 

 
CLOSING TASK: Students will complete critical thinking questions 
over content covered in discussion. 

 Novel 

 Annotations 

 Critical Thinking 
Questions 

Day 8 
Jan. 17 
 
 

OBJECTIVE: Students will engage with Heart of Darkness in a 
structured discussion.  
 
LESSON: 

1. Students will work with the class to discuss various aspects of 
Part 1 of Heart of Darkness including: Nature of Man, Power, 
Setting, Modernism, Background Info, and Themes 

 
CLOSING TASK: Students will complete critical thinking questions 
over content covered in discussion. 

 Novel 

 Annotations 

 Critical Thinking 
Questions 



 

 

Day 9 
Jan. 21 
 
 

OBJECTIVE:  Students will do an AP multiple choice a timed practice. 

 
LESSON:  

1. Teacher will hand out a single passage for the students to 
complete  

2. The teacher will give the students 30 minutes and will read the 
passage aloud with no pauses for explanation and ask 
students to answer questions  

3. At the end of 30 minutes, the teacher will hand out an answer 
sheet, and students will write down their first answers in pen  

4. Each student will turn in their answer sheet for a grade 
 
CLOSING TASK: On a post it, students will write their percentage 
correct. 

 MC Practice 

 MC Answer Sheet 
 

Day 10 
Jan. 22 
 
 

OBJECTIVE: Students will support their multiple choice responses 
with evidence from the text.  
 
LESSON: 

1. Students will complete a multiple choice practice passage 
2. For each passage, students must note textual evidence used 

to support their answer 
3. Student will then define any challenging words and literary 

devices present in the question or answers  

 
CLOSING TASK: Students will turn in multiple choice practice with 
justifications. 

 MC Passage  

 Paper 

 Highlighter  

Day 11 
Jan. 23 
 
 

OBJECTIVE: Students will engage with Heart of Darkness in a 
structured discussion.  
 
LESSON: 

1. Students will work with the class to discuss various aspects of 
Part 2 of Heart of Darkness including: character development, 
setting, diction, background info, and themes 

 
CLOSING TASK: Students will complete a discussion reflection. 

 Novel 

 Annotations/Discussion 
Questions  

Day 12 
Jan. 24 
 
 

OBJECTIVE: Students will engage with Heart of Darkness in a 
structured discussion.  
 
LESSON: 

1. Students will work with the class to discuss various aspects of 
Part 2 of Heart of Darkness including: character development, 
setting, diction, background info, and themes 

 
CLOSING TASK: Students will complete a discussion reflection. 

 Novel 

 Annotations/Discussion 
Questions  

Day 13 
Jan. 27 
 
 

OBJECTIVE: Students will breakdown Question 3 prompts using AP 
English Prompt Framework. 
 
LESSON:  

1. Teacher will provide instruction on AP English Prompt 
Framework and model several examples 

2. Students will work with a partner to breakdown a Question 3 
prompt, writing their breakdown on a sheet of paper 

3. Class will rotate prompts and complete a prompt breakdown 
for three more Question 3 prompts 

 

 AP Prompts 

 AP Prompt Breakdown – 
Framework  

 Paper 



 

 

CLOSING TASK: Students will turn in their prompt breakdowns.  

Day 14 
Jan. 28 
 
 

OBJECTIVE: Students will draft several thesis statements using the 
prompt breakdowns from previous class.  
 
LESSON:  

1. Teacher will provide feedback on prompt breakdowns 
2. Students will work with their same partners from last class to 

draft thesis statements for at least two prompts 
3. Students will write down at least one thesis statement on a 

sheet of paper for peer feedback 
4. Class will rotate prompts and provide feedback on thesis 

statements 

 
CLOSING TASK: Students will turn in their finalized thesis statement.  

 AP Prompts 

 AP Prompt Breakdown – 
Framework  

 Paper 

Day 15 
Jan. 29 
 
 

OBJECTIVE: Students will engage with Heart of Darkness in a 
structured discussion.  
 
LESSON: 

1. Students will work with the class to discuss various aspects of 
Part 3 of Heart of Darkness focusing specifically on themes 

 
CLOSING TASK: Students will complete a discussion reflection. 

 Novel 

 Annotations/Discussion 
Questions  

Day 16 
Jan. 30 
 
 

OBJECTIVE: Students will engage with Heart of Darkness in a 
structured discussion.  
 
LESSON: 

1. Students will work with the class to discuss various aspects of 
Part 3 of Heart of Darkness focusing specifically on themes 

 
CLOSING TASK: Students will complete a discussion reflection. 

 Novel 

 Annotations/Discussion 
Questions  

Day 17 
Jan. 31 
 
 

OBJECTIVE: Students will engage with Heart of Darkness in a 
structured discussion.  
 
LESSON: 

1. Students will work  in groups to draft thematic statements that 
could be used to open a Question 3 essay over Heart of 
Darkness  

2. Groups will write their complete thematic statement on the 
board for group feedback 

 
CLOSING TASK: Students will recite elements of a strong thematic 
statement. 

 Novel 

 TAG+TT Notes  

Day 18 
Feb. 3 
 
 

OBJECTIVE:  Students will do an AP multiple choice a timed practice. 

 
LESSON:  

1. Teacher will hand out a single passage for the students to 
complete  

2. The teacher will give the students 30 minutes and will read the 
passage aloud with no pauses for explanation and ask 
students to answer questions  

3. At the end of 30 minutes, the teacher will hand out an answer 
sheet, and students will write down their first answers in pen  

 MC Practice 

 MC Answer Sheet 
 



 

 

4. Each student will turn in their answer sheet for a grade 
 
CLOSING TASK: On a post it, students will write their percentage 
correct. 

Day 19 
Feb. 4 
 
 

OBJECTIVE:  Students will do an AP prose analysis under time. 

 
LESSON:  

1. Teacher will hand out a single passage for the students to 
complete  

2. The teacher will give the students 30 minutes to read and 
annotate the prose passage 

3. Students will turn in a prompt breakdown, thesis statement, 
and three topic sentences by the end of class for a grade  

 
CLOSING TASK: Students will turn in their prose analysis outline.  

 Prose Prompt 

 Essay Paper 
 

Day 20 
Feb. 5 
 

OBJECTIVE: Students will begin to log potential novels for Question 3 
prompts on the AP Exam.  
 
LESSON:  

1. Teacher will explain Literature Cards and their purpose in 
preparing for the AP Exam 

2. Students will select one novels of literary merit that they read 
this year, and two novels of literary merit they have read in the 
past  

3. Students will complete a Literature Card for each of these 
novels, focusing on the themes, symbols, literary devices, and 
potential connections to the exam 

 
CLOSING TASK: Students will name the three novels for their 
Literature Cards.  

 Literature Card Template 

 Paper or Laptop  
 

Day 21 
Feb. 6  
 
 

OBJECTIVE: Students will analyze supplementary texts for novel 
connections.  
 
LESSON:  

1. Students will discuss central idea behind “The Dangers of a 
Single Story,” and make connections to the novel  

 
CLOSING TASK: Students turn in annotations of the text.  

 Passage 

 Annotation tools  

Day 22 
Feb. 7 
 
 

OBJECTIVE: Students will analyze supplementary texts for novel 
connections.  
 
LESSON:  

1. Students will discuss literary and rhetorical strategies used in 
literary criticisms of Heart of Darkness using a station format 

 
CLOSING TASK: Students will note strong examples of literary 
analysis on each criticism they visit.  

 Literary Criticisms 

 Annotation tools  

Day 23 
Feb. 10 
 

OBJECTIVE: Students will revise thesis statement from earlier class 
and begin drafting a body paragraph that supports this thesis. 
 
LESSON:  

1. Teacher will provide feedback on crafting strong thesis 
statements 

 AP Prompts 

 AP Prompt Breakdown – 
Framework  

 Thesis Statements 



 

 

2. Students will work to draft a strong body paragraph that 
contains necessary elements of a high-level AP Essay  

 
CLOSING TASK: Students will note best textual evidence in support of 
their thesis statement.   

Day 24 
Feb. 11 
 

OBJECTIVE: Students will revise thesis statement from earlier class 
and begin drafting a body paragraph that supports this thesis. 
 
LESSON:  

1. Students will work to draft a strong body paragraph that 
contains necessary elements of a high-level AP Essay  

2. Students will provide and receive feedback over their body 
paragraphs  

 
CLOSING TASK: Students will turn in body paragraph. 

 AP Prompts 

 AP Prompt Breakdown – 
Framework  

 Body Paragraph 

Day 25 
Feb. 12 
 
 

OBJECTIVE: Students will define, identify, and analyze literary 
devices in Heart of Darkness. 
 
LESSON:  

1. Using a list of common literary devices on the AP Exam, 
students will define 10 literary devices 

2. Then, students will identify textual evidence for each literary 
device  

3. Students will be expected to recall these literary devices for a 
quiz later in the week  

 
CLOSING TASK: Students will make note of 10 literary devices 
present in Heart of Darkness. 

 Literary Device List 

 Novel 

Day 26 
Feb. 13 
 

OBJECTIVE: Students will define, identify, and analyze literary 
devices in Heart of Darkness. 
 
LESSON:  

1. Using a list of common literary devices on the AP Exam, 
students will define 10 literary devices 

2. Then, students will identify textual evidence for each literary 
device  

3. Students will be expected to recall these literary devices for a 
quiz later in the week  

 
CLOSING TASK: Students will make note of 10 literary devices 
present in Heart of Darkness. 

 Literary Device List 

 Novel 

Day 27 
Feb. 14 
 

OBJECTIVE: Students will define, identify, and analyze literary 
devices in Heart of Darkness. 
 
LESSON:  

1. Students will finish their literary device analysis and turn in 
2. Students will complete a quiz over literary devices  

 
CLOSING TASK: Students will turn in their literary device quiz. 

 Literary Device List 

 Novel 

Day 28 
Feb. 18 
 

Six Weeks AP Review  



 

 

Day 29 
Feb. 19 

Six Weeks AP Exam – Multiple Choice  

Day 30 
Feb. 20 

Six Weeks AP Exam – Essay  

Day 31 
Feb. 21 

Exam Make Up    

 

Accommodations for 
Special Populations 

Accommodations for instruction will be provided as stated on each student’s (IEP) 
Individual Education Plan for special education, 504, at risk, and ESL/Bilingual.  

 


